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Boy named Patrick surprised at Farm Show
2012~Shamed "Crack" Citizen; Top-ranked Refrigerator:
"I Always Thought My Crack Was Good," He Tells. to the

right of its opponent for the 2012 election, andÂ .Q:
Check duplicate value in the array using Swift I have an
array which contains String type values. My requirement
is to find the value which exists more than once in the

array. So I wrote a for loop and find the duplicate but got
an error. My code is as follows. for index in

array_of_string{ if array_of_string.count 1{ print("test")
}else if (array_of_string[index] ==

array_of_string[index+1]){ print("duplicate") } } Is this
the correct way to use? A: To do this you can use a

HashSet. This is a data structure that allows you to add
unique values (like an array), but will remove all

duplicate values as soon as it can. This is a more efficient
way to go about this. If you know that you're not going to

have duplicates, you can remove the.add() as it's
unnecessary. If there is a chance you could have

duplicates, then this will be quicker than doing the loop.
var set = Set() set.insert("a") set.insert("a")

set.insert("b") set.insert("c") set.insert("d") // {["a", "a",
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"b", "c", "d"]} let onlyUniqueStringSet = set let
allUniqueStringSet = Set()

onlyUniqueStringSet.subtract(allUniqueStringSet) //
{["a", "b", "c", "d"]} Fairfax County District Four officials

are warning residents to take precautions when using
flashlights during the coronavirus outbreak. According to
the Fairfax County Fire and Rescue, there is no risk to the
public because there is no common path of transmission
that leads from the human body to a disinfected surface.

However, "due to
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